Abstract-Curved trajectories of traditional navigation satellites limit their performance in bistatic radar imaging system. Instead of using common Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO)/Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites in motion, a new global navigation satellite system (GNSS) imaging system based on Beidou geo synchronous orbit (GEO) satellites is presented to deal with this problem. The most prominent feature of GEO satellites is that they are still relative to the earth. This work includes three parts. First, a reasonable parallel assumption is provided to simplify the geometric topology of the imaging system, and the relevant path delay formula is deduced. Second, the principle of imaging based on multiple GEO satellites is proposed, and the simulation result is presented. Third, the entire signal processing, which uses a multi-correlator, is designed to improve the range resolution. Two imaging experiments targeting at the trees are described and conducted in Wuhan University to verify the imaging system. The first experiment is targeted at isolated trees, and the second experiment is focused on groves along the road. Conclusion can be obtained: the imaging result is highly consistent with the imaging area, which validates the feasibility of the method and confirms the potential use of GNSS imaging system in forest monitoring.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, the imaging capability of space-surface bistatic radar has been studied in depth by different research groups. For instance, the synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) image based on TerraSAR-X was obtained with fixed receiver in 2016 [1] , and the elevation pattern of passive bistatic radar was analyzed [2] . Besides, a resolution enhancement method has been proposed for bistatic imaging in burst-mode [3] . In this radar's configuration, the transmitter is located on the satellites, and the receiver can be set upon an aircraft, a ground moving vehicle, or fixed on the ground. In addition to traditional dedicated SAR radar satellites, communication satellites [4] , TV station [5] , or Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) [6] can also be transmitters of opportunity. For example, using navigation satellites as transmitter has advantages in power budget and global and permanent coverage. In addition, GNSS is designed to ensure that at least four to six satellites illuminate every point on earth from different angles, and hence the imaging results formed from different satellites can be used for image fusion to provide more information.
The researchers from the University of Birmingham first proposed the concept of GNSS-BSAR (Bistatic SAR) system and conducted experiments using global navigational satellite system (GLONASS) to obtain remote sensing imaging results [7] . They also studied the feasibility of improving range resolution by joint Galileo E5 signals [8] , multistatic acquisitions and feature extraction [9] [10] [11] . In addition, they discussed spatial decorrelation in GNSS-based SAR coherent change detection [12] and performed coherent change detection experiments [13] . Other research teams including Beihang University, Collaborative Innovation Center of Geospatial Technology, University of Sheffield and University of New South Wales proposed a new imaging algorithm for GNSS-based bistatic SAR, which relies on the point target spectrum model of the echo and makes the echo data focused more accurately and efficiently [14] . The research team from the Beijing Institute of Technology conducted imaging experiments based on Beidou Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites [15, 16] to detect corner reflector and transponder with strong scattering coefficients. They also proposed repeat-pass coherent fusion for image enhancement [17] and carried out experiments for China railway High-Speed (CRH) railway bridge imaging based on IGSO satellites, and besides, a new platform for larger scene images has been undergoing construction [18] .
In these studies, in order to use the trajectories of the navigation satellites to form a long synthetic aperture, the navigation satellites in motion were employed, and their civil signals, e.g., GPS L1 signals, were used as radar wave sources, which has gained the effect. However, there still exist some major difficulties in the GNSS imaging studies. Firstly, low range resolution, which depends on the transmitted signal bandwidth, has become a fundamental bottleneck. When GLONASS P code (bandwidth, 5.11 MHz) is applied, the corresponding range resolution is 30 m. For GPS, the bandwidth of C/A code is 1.023 MHz [19] which leads to the range resolution of 150 m. Although the bandwidth of GPS P code can reach 10.23 MHz, the encoding rules of GPS P code are not open to the public, thereby limiting the application of GPS P code in scientific research. Secondly, traditional imaging formation algorithms based on the hypotheses of linear transmitter trajectories and equal platform velocities are not applicable because navigation satellites have nonlinear trajectories in the long coherent accumulation time [20] . Thirdly, in the traditional imaging geometrical model, the posterior ephemeris data or broadcast ephemeris is required to calculate the position of the satellite before the calculation of path delay. However, the posterior ephemeris can be only published 7 days after the experiment is conducted, and the broadcast ephemeris requires additional calculation resources.
New satellite constellations, such as Beidou system in China, QZSS in Japan, and IRNSS in India, provide opportunity to overcome above bottlenecks. The novelty of this paper lies in two aspects. On the one hand, long and stable dwell time is ensured in the algorithm, because five GEO satellites (named BDS C01 to C05) in Beidou system are applied as illuminators. Since GEO satellites are relatively still to the earth surface, illuminating area remains unchanged during sampling time; therefore, dwell time can be long and stable without considering about motion compensation. On the other hand, parallel assumption is adopted in this paper to simplify the algorithm. For the reason that GEO satellites are in high orbit of 36000 km, parallel assumption also known as far-field assumption is reasonable, and this assumption simplifies the geometric model of imaging system which makes the accurate position of satellites unnecessary in calculating path delay. Besides two aspects mentioned above, in order to obtain high range resolution, the Beidou B3 code, which has wide bandwidth (10.23 MHz), is applied in our experiments. In addition, multi-correlator [21] and high sampling rate are employed to ensure that the range resolution can be further improved. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the imaging model and relevant synchronization methods are presented and deduced. In Section 3, GNSS imaging experiments using multiple GEO satellites as illuminators are described. In Section 4, path delay errors are analyzed, and the algorithm is promoted to the IGSO satellites. The conclusion and future works are presented in Section 5. Figure 1 shows the basic topology of GEO imaging system including GEO satellite as transmitter, receiver on the ground, and imaging area. The receiver consists of a direct antenna and a reflected antenna. The direct antenna is a Right-Hand Circular Polarization (RHCP) microstrip antenna and used to receive direct signal. The reflected antenna is a special designed Left-Hand Circular Polarization (LHCP) spiral antenna with high gain of nearly 37 dB to receive the weak reflected signal.
IMAGE ALGORITHM BASED ON MULTIPLE GEO SATELLITES

Geometric Topology of GEO Imaging System and Range Equal Delay Arc
The following reasonable assumptions are provided to simplify our analysis: (1) The GEO satellites are approximately 36000 km away from the ground, and the imaging area is within 1 square kilometer; thus, the signal paths on the imaging area are nearly parallel to each other. ( 2) The influence of ionosphere should be the same for the direct and reflected signals because they pass through the same section of the ionosphere.
Measuring the reflected signal strength is discussed in Section 2.3. Here the math function between the position of the target and path delay of the reflected signal is discussed first.
A space coordinate system with O as origin is set up to describe the relationship among the receiver, satellite and imaging area. Its x-axis and y-axis point to the east and north, respectively, and the ground imaging area is divided into grids with resolution of 1 × 1 m 2 based on the coordinate.
Both direct and reflected antennas are located at B with height of h from the ground, marked by B (x R , y R , h), and the target with large Radar-Cross Section (RCS) is located at P (x, y, 0). Taking C05 as the illuminator, based on this parallel assumption, a vertical line is first drawn from point B normal to the incident signal, and the foot of perpendicular is point A. Then, the propagation path of the direct signal can be represented as R B , and the propagation path of the reflected signal can be divided into three parts, namely, R B , R T (line segment AP), and R R (line segment BP), hence the path delay R d (x, y) between the direct and reflected signals can be presented as the sum of R T (x, y) and R R (x, y), as follows:
where R R (x, y) is the distance between the receiver and the target, and R T (x, y) is the distance between the foot of perpendicular A and the receiver. Therefore, R d (x, y) can be further formulated as:
where L denotes the projection of R R in x-y plane, and ψ represents the projection of the bistatic angle in x-y plane. φ is the azimuth of C05, and θ is the elevation. For a fixed receiver, the elevation and azimuth of the GEO satellite can be treated as constants in the experiments. For example, the elevation and azimuth of five GEO satellites in the Wuhan area are listed in Table 1 , and more details about these two parameters are discussed in Section 4.1.
For a fixed receiver and the GEO satellite with fixed azimuth and elevation, formula (2) shows that a certain number of grids have the same path delay. Therefore, the grids that satisfy the given path delay R d0 calculated in Section 2.3 will form an arc (thick solid line in Fig. 1 ) in the imaging area. This arc is called range equal delay arc, and the target is along the arc. In order to obtain unique solution P (x, y, 0) through formula (2), more equations should be included, hence multiple GEO satellites are required to locate the target along the range equal delay arc. For example, two or more arcs intersect each other at one point, and this point is the target.
Keytechnology-1: Imaging by Multiple Range Equal Delay Arcs
The flowchart of the imaging algorithm using multiple GEO satellites is shown in Fig. 2 , which demonstrates the determination of target in the imaging area. Taking C04 and C05 as an example: Considering the satellite C04, the direct and reflected signals are respectively received by direct antenna and reflected antenna. The signal tracking module is used to extract the code phase, carrier phase, and navigation messages in the direct signal. Then, parameters including the code phase and carrier phase are used for the range compression of the reflected signal to obtain correlation curve, and navigation messages are applied to demodulate reflected signal, which can extend the coherent accumulation time of correlation curve. After that, the correlation curves are back-projected to the imaging area to obtain range equal delay arc. For C05, the same procedures are executed. The right portion of Fig. 2 shows that the intersection point of the multiple arcs can achieve a sharp peak, which enables the determination of the target.
The back-projection module focuses on mapping the correlation curve onto the imaging area. In this process, interpolation is applied to the correlation curve for higher resolution, which can be done by zero-padding in frequency domain; then, the curve is back-projected to the imaging area based on formula (2) .
A simulation experiment is conducted to verify this algorithm. In the simulation, C04 and C05 are applied as illuminators, and the imaging area measures 300 × 300 m 2 . The receiver is set at B (250, 0, and 15), and the target is located at P (100, 100, and 0). Figure 3 shows the simulation results. Fig. 3(a) represents the correlation curves of the reflected signal. These curves are obtained by the range compression module in Fig. 2 , and they can also be called as the distance spectrum. Its x-axis represents R d in Formula (2), and the y-axis represents signal intensity. The peak of red (dash-dotted) line is the path delay of C05, which is R dC05 = 87.9 m, and the peak of blue (solid) line represents the path delay of C04, which is R dC04 = 345.7 m. After the path delay R dC04 and R dC05 are back-projected to imaging area according to Formula (2), and a sharp peak appears at the location P. An alternative way to determine the target instead of using multiple GEO satellites is to add collection locations of the receiver. Fig. 4 shows the simulation result by collecting C05 signal at different locations B (250, 0, and 15) and C (0, 0, and 15). It can be seen that the effect of this method is the same as Fig. 3(b) . Hence, both multiple satellites and multiple collection locations are applied in the experiment part. 
Keytechnology-2: Matched Filtering for Range Processing
Based on radar signal processing principles [22] , matched filtering is an effective method to obtain distance spectrum. Since the correlation curve from range compressing module can be seen as distance spectrum, matched filtering is adopted for range processing in this paper.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the path delay of the direct signal is related to R B , and the path delay of the reflected signal from the target is related to the sum of R B , R T and R R .
Considering the errors from receiver artifacts and ionospheric propagation, the direct signal S D (t) can be written as:
where p(t) is the envelope of the transmitted signal, c the speed of light, λ the wavelength, and R B the distance between the GEO satellite and the receiver. t e R and ϕ e R are the time and phase delay errors due to receiver artifacts respectively; t e ion and ϕ e ion are time and phase delay errors resulting from ionospheric propagation.
The reflected signal S R (t) can be written as:
where R R (x, y) is the distance between the receiver and target, and R T (x, y) is the distance between the foot of perpendicular A and receiver. Since direct and reflected signals are collected under the same sampling clock, and both of them pass through the same section of ionosphere, errors tracked during direct signal synchronization can be used to compensate errors in the reflected signal.
After matched filtering has been conducted on the reflected signal with the direct signal as reference, the correlation curve Λ(t) can be modeled, as follows:
where ρ x (t) = p(t) ⊗ p(t). In other words, ρ x (t) is the auto-correlation function of the transmitted signal. Λ(t) suggests that R B and errors are offset during range compression process. The time and phase delay in Λ(t) are solely related to the path delay R d . Thus, calculating R B based on the positions of satellites and receiver is unnecessary in the condition of parallel assumption. According to this principle, a detailed processing block consisting two parts is presented in Fig. 5 . The first part includes the tracking channel of the direct signal with acquisition and tracking function. Half chip interval, instead of multi-correlator, is applied to accelerate the acquirement of the accurate code phase, carrier phase, and navigation message. All these parameters are used to demodulate the reflected signal.
The second part focuses on the processing of the reflected signal. A multi-correlator method is adopted to demodulate the reflected signal based on the carrier phase and code phase extracted from the direct signal. The reflected signal is mixed with quadrature n groups of different code phase chip sequences that are generated at 1/15 chip phase difference (1.953 m). After the navigation message on the reflected signal has been removed, and the corresponding correlation curve can be obtained on the right section of Fig. 5 . The blue (dash-dotted) line is the correlation curve of direct signal, which is applied as reference, and the red (dotted) line is the correlation curve of the reflected signal. As can be seen, τ in Fig. 5 represents the chip delay between direct and reflected signals, and this correlation curve is the same as Fig. 3(a) by adjusting x-axis from chips to path delay (1 chip = 30 m).
After the range compression, the imaging area is divided into grids, and zero-padding is applied to Λ(t) in frequency domain. Based on formula (2), Λ(t) is back-projected to imaging area, and the phase in Λ(t) should be removed by multiplying compensation factor exp{j2πR d (x, y)/λ} to enable long and stable coherent accumulation. The final image can be obtained, as follow:
Based on the principles and procedures above, our receiver adopts four measures to acquire higher resolution in the imaging system. 
EXPERIMENTS
Tree Detection
The first experiment was carried out on a square in Wuhan University. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , the entire imaging area measured 150×100 m 2 , and the receiver was located at the south of the imaging area with the reflected antenna pointing to the north. Three different places marked by the red dots were selected as the locations of the receiver to obtain multiple range equal delay arcs from different bistatic angles. There are several separate trees in the imaging area; the major targets are two of them in front of the receiver, and the maximum width and height were approximately 10 and 13 meters, respectively. Consequently, it is convenient to verify the possibility of detecting the trees by GNSS signal. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 2 . A multi-channel receiver is developed for the GNSS imaging system; all channels have the same physical design and share the same sampling clock of 62 MHz. Two channels were used to collect the direct and reflected signals separately. The reflected antenna was used to receive the reflected signal, and the direct antenna was used for direct signal collection. Since the signal of C05 was obstructed at that time, C01-C04 satellites were applied as illuminators in the experiment, and the accumulation time for each collection location was 30 seconds to improve SNR.
Considering delay errors between two channels of the receiver caused by the phase pattern of different antennas and cable difference, we used both reflected antenna and direct antenna to receive direct signal of Beidou GEO C03 first and then calculated path delay between two channels by correlation. The path delay here indicated the error brought merely by the difference between two cables and two antennas, and it was used to offset the correlation curve after range compression. The correction experiment showed 14 units (1 unit = 1/15 chip) inherent path delay between two channels. The imaging result is shown in Fig. 8 . Target number 1 is in the left dotted circle, which is approximately 65 meters from the receiver. Due to its far distance, the reflected signal strength is weaker than the others. Target number 2 in the middle dotted circle includes two trees, and these two trees appear to be a strong target in the imaging result for their close distance. Target number 3 is the nearest one in the right dotted circle. A strong scatter area is observed on the right side of the imaging result. However, no corresponding target can be found in the Google Map photograph. It is a false target from the intersection of range equal delay arcs that pass through target numbers 1, 2, and 3. The discrimination of false targets will be the focus of future work.
Grove Detection
The grove detection experiment in a wide range of area has been designed and conducted to further verify the feasibility of the algorithm. Fig. 9 shows that the receiver was located on the roof of a building with height of 15 meters, and the imaging area measured 200 × 100 m 2 . In order to add more collection locations, the other reflected antenna was connected to the third channel of the receiver through cable. Two reflected antennas were set up along the wall with a distance of 20 meters between each other, and the direct antenna was bound together with one of the reflected antennas. The experiment data were collected four times, and both antennas were moved 5 meters along the wall at each time. Thus, the experiment data were collected from eight different spots along the wall with the interval of 5 meters, and accumulation time for each collection location is 5 seconds. The experiment parameters are listed in Table 3 . The same procedure of correction experiment was carried out like tree experiment, and it showed that inherent path delays of two reflected channels compared to direct channel were 14 units and 11 units, separately.
The final imaging result is shown in Fig. 10 . The figure shows that three groves have been detected, which is highly consistent with the Google Map photograph. Target number 1 is a grove on the left, and its signal strength is relatively weaker than the other two targets due to its distance and location. Target number 2 can be divided into three parts by the two roads. The part on the left is the biggest grove, and the other two are small groves. Target number 3 is a grove on the right. Apart from the groves, a building marked by red circle on the top of imaging area has also been detected, but it appears to be a long tail in imaging result, which may be caused by the large volume of the building and insufficiency of antenna's height. More detailed analysis of reflected strength between different targets will be the focus of future work.
DISCUSSION
Influence of GEO Satellite Movement
The entire imaging processing algorithm is based on the assumptions of the GEO satellites, such as parallel assumption and relative static to the ground. However, GEO satellites are in slight and periodic motion based on the precise ephemeris published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/. Considering that position changes of GEO satellites will indirectly impact the calculation of path delay in Formula (2), the errors brought by the slight and periodic movements of the GEO satellites are analyzed in this section.
We obtain the accurate azimuth and elevation of GEO satellites based on the position of experiment area. Given that the interval of precise ephemeris is 5 minutes, and the accumulation time in the experiments is on the order of several seconds, Chebyshev interpolation is adopted to acquire the azimuth and elevation every second. Fig. 11 shows that although azimuth and elevation changes were 4.1 • and 2.68 • within a whole day respectively, the changes of azimuth and elevation are within 10 −4 • during the 5-second sampling time. The corresponding path delay error, according to Formula (2), is 0.0002 m, which is much less than the resolution of the system. Hence, the errors caused by the position of GEO satellites can be ignored during the sampling time.
Addition of More Satellites
Based on the principles above, the azimuth and elevation changes of IGSO satellites are also small during short sampling time, so more satellites can be added as illuminators to improve the image quality. IGSO satellites in our observation time are considered to acquire additional range equal delay arcs. Considering Beidou constellation distribution at grove experiment, it can be found that IGSO C07 and IGSO C08 satisfy the geometric relationship of back-scatter. The changes in their azimuth and elevation are listed in Table 4 . The changes are still small and can be considered as static satellites during the accumulation time. The imaging result by IGSO C07 and C08 is shown in Fig. 12 .
Although there are obvious arcs in Fig. 12 for the limited number of satellites, the major targets in the area can still be detected. The imaging result combining GEO, IGSO C07 and IGSO C08 is shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13(a) , the color of the targets on the left is deeper, indicating that it has more energy. In addition, resolution improvement enables the discrimination of the two targets on the right. These observations coincide with the experimental results that trees have large scattering cross section in [24, 25] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an imaging system based on multiple GEO navigation satellites has been demonstrated and evaluated. Given the high orbit of the GEO satellites, reasonable parallel assumption which is also called far-field assumption has been provided to simplify the algorithm, and hence the path that both direct and reflected signals share is offset in range compression module, which makes it unnecessary to calculate the positions of satellites. Furthermore, multi-correlator method combined with zero-padding in frequency domain improves the accuracy of the correlation curve, and multiple curves obtained from multiple GEO satellites can determine the unique solution of the target. Two experiments have been conducted in Wuhan University; the results reveal the potential of GEO satellites in the GNSS imaging system and also show that GEO satellites can play an important role in forest monitoring and ecological protection. In the discussion part, slight and periodic movement of the GEO satellites has been studied. Only 10 −4• changes in azimuth and elevation has been observed during the sampling time, and accordingly the error brought by the slight movement is ignorable. Beside, the signals of IGSO satellites have been included at specific time to acquire a better image. The next research will be focused on the discrimination of false targets and other media such as buildings or waters. In addition, the imaging resolution should be improved further.
